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Installation Instructions
PerfectPass Wakeboard Pro
Step 1.

Installation of Servo Motor / Throttle Cable
Refer to detailed instruction photos attached for Volvo or Mercruiser applications.
Using the hose clamps on the manifold hose, loosely mount the servo motor on top as shown in
photo. Tighten later after final positioning.
See amended instructions (photo pages) in manual for Mercruiser or Volvo for connecting
PerfectPass cable to boat throttle cable.
After final connection, check and adjust position of servo motor ensuring the motor box cover
closes properly and servo throttle cable is not in contact with any moving parts. Make sure
servo motor cable has 2 or 3 inches of free travel. Securely tighten hose clamps on servo motor.
(Do not “tie wrap” cable as it must be able to move freely). (Make sure the gold resistor and
wiring does not touch anything metal).
With the throttle in neutral position, adjust brass hex connector if necessary to ensure there is no
gap between it and the end of the servo motor cable (any gap may cause engine to surge up and
down in neutral). Adjust and snugly tighten all parts.
Turn the black servo motor knob in a clockwise position until snug. With throttle in neutral, the
linkage should appear as in photo.
Linkage Test – This is a quick & easy test to check throttle cable & linkage.
With key OFF, push throttle lever to ¾ open position. Now take the black knob on servo motor
and wind it counter clockwise a full turn and then clockwise a full turn. Do this slowly in each
direction and as you do this the engine throttle arm should be opening and closing very
smoothly. If the cable is “rubbing” or “catching” on a fuel rail or decorative engine cover, the
servo & cable should be repositioned to eliminate this. The stainless cable inside the black
jacket MUST be able to seamlessly move for the control to work properly.
With key off, push manual throttle to full open position and back to neutral. PerfectPass cable
should move freely in both directions.
IMPORTANT:

-

Never “tie wrap” PerfectPass throttle cable.
Make sure all wires are tied away from hot or moving parts and there is
adequate clearance.
The manual throttle on your boat should operate and feel the same as
before the PerfectPass was installed, or you may have to adjust the hex
nut.

Step 2. Installation of Master Module
Mount the Master Module under the dash normally on the bulkhead in a dry, accessible location.
Route servo motor power cable from Master Module to servo motor and connect. (Use tie wraps
to keep cable away from moving parts). Make sure the tips on the plug are facing up towards
the top of the Master Module box. A wire snake will be helpful.
Step 3. Mount Dash Display
Remove the existing speedometer from dash. Install PerfectPass In-Dash Display and connect
to Master Module. (Alternatively, you can replace the tachometer). (If there is a speedo tube on

back, it must be clamped).
Step 4.

Connect Power Wire ( Purple / Black Wire)
Depending on the boat and model, there are a number of ways to connect to a switched (12 volt)
power source.
On boats with traditional analogue gauges and posts on back of tachometer, there is a 12 volt (+)
post often marked (IGN) which is an easy connection for the PerfectPass purple wire. The black
wire end can attach to the ground (-) post marked (GND). Alternatively, any switched 12 volt
power source and ground is suitable.

Step 5. RPM Cable Installation (Gray / Black Wire)
The Gray wire with ring terminal can be easily attached to the “SEND” post on back of
tachometer. This Gray wires picks up the raw engine rpm from this post. The Black wire ring
terminal can be attached to any suitable ground, including the ground post on the tachometer.
(If there is not a post, connect to the solid gray wire coming from the tachometer).
Smart Craft Gauge System - If your new boat has Mercury “Smart Craft”, there is not rpm
signal at tachometer. You will need to find the “Gray” wire with round connector labeled
“RPM” hanging from engine. You will need to join the gray wire on our rpm sensor cable to
this gray wire on engine. A good 18-gauge wire is fine.
Step 6. Install GPS Receiver – The GPS Receiver can be installed anywhere on the boat where the top of
GPS faces up towards the sky. The most common place is on the dash looking up through wind
screen. Connect GPS to Master Module when indicated. After key is turned on, it can take up
to 6 minutes for the GPS to initially find a “fix” on the satellites.
Step 7. Test system power by turning on key and answer the initial start up questions. Following a short
delay the dash display should become active and the black servo knob should be difficult to turn
indicating system is powered.

For assistance call (902) 468-2150.

Mercury 8.1L (496) STERN DRIVE BOATS
(With Mercruiser U Bolt Throttle Cable)
32” Mercruiser Throttle Cable
Standard Servo Bracket
Mercruiser Brass L Adapter
GM Oil Fill Pipe

Flame arrestor may have to be tilted
down slightly to improve clearance.

New offset oil fill tube.

Repositioned fixed mounting point of
manual cable.

ADDENDUM
496 / 8.1L PerfectPass Installation Using the Offset GM Oil Fill Tube
Follow normal Mercruiser Installation with the following addendum:
1.

After removing the plastic engine cover, remove the lock nut and stud
from the throttle arm.

2.

Remove the two outside bolts and loosen the inside bolt holding the
coolant expansion tank in place.

3.

Remove the small bolt holding the oil fill tube and remove the
existing straight oil fill tube.

4.

On some engines the inside bracket needs to be bent slightly forward
to allow the new offset oil fill tube to fit between the tank bracket and
the fuel rail, there should not be excessive pressure on the fuel rail.
On some engines the metal attachment bracket must be removed from
the oil fill tube as it does not properly match the fuel rail stud. If this
bracket is not used ensure that the new fill tube is held in place by the

expansion tank bracket, the fuel rail and the edge of the expansion
tank.
5.

Remove the lock nut and stud that support the fixed point of the
manual throttle cable, re-thread the stud into the opposite side of its
mounting bracket. This moves the manual throttle cable further away
from the center line of the motor.

6.

The brass L adapter is mounted on the throttle arm on the side near the
oil fill tube using the shoulder bolt provided, the small washer is kept
next to the brass L adapter.

7.

Mount the servo motor on the large exhaust hose using the existing
hose clamps.

8.

The U clip on the servo throttle cable slides over the end of the
existing black plastic throttle cable end and install the bolt and nut
provided to secure the cable connection. The two cables must be in
direct alignment before the bolt is tightened.

9.

The threaded adjuster on the servo cable is inserted into the brass L
adapter and the two nuts can be adjusted to position the throttle at the
proper idle position. The flame arrester may need to be twisted
slightly to provide clearance for the servo cable.

10.

With the engine not running advance the manual throttle and then
rotate the knob of the servo motor in both directions to ensure that the
engine throttle arm will move smoothly. (See “Linkage Test”
attached).

Step 8. GPS Receiver Installation

Installation: The GPS Receiver can be installed flat on the dash board looking up
through the wind screen. As long as the receiver has a clear unobstructed view of the
sky, it will work properly.
(It can also be installed under the dash looking up through the fiberglass. In this case,
you will need to move the Velcro to the top of the GPS Puck or use a 2-sided industrial
strength tape. The puck must be mounted with top looking up to the sky).
On a new system, after connection and initial power up, it will take up to six minutes for
the GPS Receiver to find its location. Once a proper fix has been made, GPS will appear
in the top left of slalom screen.
Until a fix is made, it will appear as “No GPS Fix”. If you see “No GPS Data” on
screen, then the system does not see the Receiver connected. (Check plug into
connection).

Note: Do Not plug the GPS Receiver into a Timer Port on harness or it will “short out” GPS Unit.
The GPS connection plug is clearly tagged.

